
The Czech Republic 
 
Now it is nineteen minutes to two at dawn. I woke up too late, so I had to 
hurry very much, because the bus left Hódmezővásárhely for Budapest at 2 
o'clock. No problem, we arrived and the bus was waiting for us. 
We arrived at Liszt Ferenc Airport in time where we checked in and waited 
for the take-off of our plane.  
A quarter of an hour after we had passed the right gate, we took an airport 
bus to the plane and boarded.  
While the plane was taking off to the air, I was looking out of the window and 
we were flying higher and higher.  
In the beginning I could see the small houses and the landscape, but as we 
were getting closer to the sun, the clouds hid everything. They looked like 
cotton wool candy, soft and nice, and you fancied jumping into them. The 
flying in the air was a very good experience. 
Finally we arrived in Prague. Prague is a beautiful, monumental, cultural and 
fantastic city. We took a long walk in the heart of Prague, while walking we 
saw more and more beautiful buildings. 
One of the most breathtaking sights we saw was the Charles-bridge. While we 
were walking across it, we saw a lot of statues, being connected with the Bible. 
When we crossed the bridge, we arrived in another part of the city where we 
saw the Castle of Prague. That night we had dinner in a cosy restaurant and 
stayed at a hotel.  

* 
The next day we went to Český Těšín, where we spent the next week. In the 
train we played amoeba, so the journey wasn't boring.  
We arrived in the Ceski Tesin.  
I with my inns went to their house. My inns were very cute.  
That night we went to Special tea house with Vivi and her inn. 

* 
On Monday we went to school. Here we knew other children and their culture. 
The afternoon we were singing. We enjoyed. Later everybody went to the bar. 
There we spoke every students and we knew each other. At night I went home 
and slept we had had dinner. 

* 
On Tuesday we went to school and now we danced. We teached and learnt 
folkdance. That afternoon we were walking around the city we looked the 
polish part and town hall, we knew the mayor.  
That night we didn't go anywhere, we played Monopoly in English  

* 



On Wednesday. All day we went to looking the neighbour city is Ozora. We 
saw Museum of mine. In Ozora we looked steel factory and we went to Big 
Store as like as Árkád.  
Night we went home had dinner and slept. 

* 
On Thursday. This was last day. Morning we went to school and we learnt 
shared programme on night. Later I went home and prepare for night myself.  
Night we did spinning and dressed. We looked other country production and 
we showed our show. Later we danced little and "Everybody go to the Colors ". 
There we were dancing, while we drunk cocktail. 

* 
On Friday I said goodbye to my inns and went to train station. Here We took 
on train and started for Prague. This travell was very boring we looked out on 
window. 
We arrived the Prague train station. Start of plain was 3 hour, so luckily I 
noticed at this good time that somebody stole my wallet with official paper. 
We went to the "Prágai Magyar Nagykövetség" and I and Jenei Erzsébet 
Teacher handled the paper and we turned out well and we were going for 
home. 

* 
This trip was interesting, nice and informative. 


